Simulation model validation was one of the important contents in modeling and simulation technology. Traditional grey relational analysis method just considered data curves' geometrical shape. Aiming at the limitation of traditional grey relational analysis, this paper proposed the improved grey relational analysis based on weighted linear. It took into account of data curves' geometrical shape, similar degree of data value and decision-makers' preference together. Therefore, it made the result more credible. The rationality and effectiveness of improved grey relational analysis were verified with example.
Introduction
VV&A (Verification, Validation and Accreditation) is important technology in analyzing and validating system modeling and simulation. There is no value if the simulation model is not reliable [1] . Therefore, simulation model validation is essential content in VV&A. With development of simulation technology and improvement of its value, the need for a thorough model validation is widely accepted [2] .
Nowadays, the methods of simulation model validation can be divided into four kinds that are Subjective Recognition, Time-Frequency Analysis, Mathematical Statistics and Dynamic Relation Analysis [3] . Subjective Recognition is more practical, but result will be in control of subjective reason. Time-Frequency Analysis needs pretreatment for sample data, so it will lose or add some information, requires lots of data sample following typical distribution. Dynamic Relation Analysis's principle is simple and does not require sample data following typical distribution. However, for the condition of equipment, the data which is collected from the actual system has some gray. Gray Relation Analysis (GRA) is one of the Dynamic Relation Analysis methods. It describes the similar degree by comparing data curves' geometrical shape. GRA has no unique acquire in data samples and does not need a lot of calculation. So GRA is a good method in validating simulation model [4] . But it only considers data curves' geometrical shape and does not mention the similar degree of data value and decision-makers' preference as well, so it exists evident limitation. Reference [1] , it presented improved grey relational analysis method based on synthesis of multiplication property, but is did not consider decision-makers' preference and was more difficult in calculation. Reference [5] , it presented improved grey relational analysis method based on AHP. It was used in multi-objective evaluation, but was not suitable in the simulation model validation.
Aiming at GRA's limitation, the article presents the improved gray relational analysis(IGRA) method based on weighted linear. IGRA takes into account of the decision-makers' preference, data curves' geometrical shape and the similar degree of data value, and then gives the algorithm steps and process. Simulation example shows that the IRGA method improves the credibility of simulation model validation, has simpler calculation and better universality. It is proved to be an effective method in simulation model validation.
Grey relational analysis and limitation
Simulation model validation is to get consistency degree by comparing data between actual system and simulation model in the same conditions when actual system or equivalent system exists [6] . GRA is a method to measure the degree of data relation according to the similarity of data curve, what is called "grey relational degree" . According to Grey System Theory [7] , the data of actual system are set as Using the consistency of data between actual system and simulation model to check the credibility of simulation model, it not only needs to consider data curve's geometrical shape, but also needs to consider the similar degree of data value. GRA analyzes the consistency of output data only from the data curve's geometrical shape, but does not consider the average distance of data simple, that is to say it does not consider the similar degree of data value. So GRA will increase risk to validate simulation model virtually.
Improved grey relational analysis
Consider data curve's geometrical shape and the similar degree of data value together. The weight in those two properties will reflect the preference of decision-maker. Base on multi-index comprehensive evaluation method [8] , the article chooses weighted linear method to synthesize two properties, and considers decision-makers' preference as well. So it has more actual meanings.
The similar of data curve's geometrical shape is defined as 1 r , which determines the similar degree of geometrical shape by RGA. The similar degree of data value is defined as 2 r , which is from the absolute error and relative error:
where
IRGA considers data curve's geometrical shape and the similar degree of data value together, so it gets the comprehensive relational degree between ( ) i x k and 0 ( ) x k : By IRGA, the comprehensive relational degree between i x and 0 x is:
IRGA meets the proof of four axioms in Grey System, those are normative, integrity , even symmetry and proximity.
Normative
So, the normative is proved .
Integrity
Get the different sequences and set them as 1 
Thus, the integrity is proved.
Even Symmetry
In only one case of sequence-related factor, 
So, the even symmetry is proved. 
Proximity
Step3: Calculate the grey relational degree 0 0
Step4: Calculate the similar degree of date value between
Step5: Calculate the improved grey degree between i 
Example of simulation model validation
IRGA considers data curve's geometrical shape and the similar degree of data value together to measure the relational degree. In Figure 2 , there are three data sequences, where 0 x is data of actual system, 1 x and 2 x are data of two kinds of simulation models. With visual analysis, 1 x is better than 2 x to simulate 0 x , so 1 x has higher credibility. x and 0 x is 1 0 2 , 0.6578 r x x , so 2 x has the higher credibility then 1 x to simulate
